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The Trump administration and congressional Republicans have proposed massive tax
cuts that would go overwhelmingly to corporations and wealthy Americans and whose
cost would threaten vital domestic priorities. This fact sheet explains why tax reform
should at least be revenue-neutral; how Congress should ensure revenue neutrality in
the budget resolution; and how Congress should avoid various gimmicks to hide the
true cost of tax cuts.

Tax cuts would threaten domestic priorities
An aging population and the retirement of the Baby-Boom generation are putting
increasing pressure on the federal budget. At the same time, the United States has
underinvested in key priorities, such as child care, education, and infrastructure.1 Budget
cuts since 2011 have further strained domestic priorities, even as the United States faces
new challenges, including the opioid crisis. Existing revenues are insufficient to pay
for U.S. commitments to Social Security and Medicare over the long term. Given this
context, the most important goal of tax reform should be to raise revenue to meet these
challenges. At the very least, tax reform should not lose revenue.

Budget reconciliation instructions are critical to tax reform outcome
Congressional leaders have said that they will seek to enact tax reform through the twostep budget reconciliation process.2 First, both houses of Congress have to approve a
concurrent budget resolution for fiscal year 2018 containing reconciliation instructions.
Then, tax reconciliation legislation that adheres to those instructions and follows the
permanent ground rules for reconciliation bills would move through Congress under
special procedures. Most importantly, such a bill could not be filibustered in the Senate
and would therefore only need 51 votes in order to pass.
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The reconciliation instructions in the budget resolution are therefore critical for shaping the ultimate outcome. They will determine whether any tax reconciliation bill can
increase deficits within the budget window—which is typically 10 years—and, if so, by
how much.3 Reports indicate that Senate Republicans are considering reconciliation
instructions that would allow tax legislation to add up to $1.5 trillion to deficits over the
10-year budget window.4
Under the Senate’s Byrd rule, reconciliation bills cannot increase deficits in years
beyond the budget window. Reconciliation instructions will also determine whether tax
cuts can be paid for with spending cuts or whether they must be paid for with tax code
offsets such as eliminating tax deductions.

Tax reform must be revenue-neutral, not simply deficit-neutral
If the budget resolution requires that a subsequent tax bill be deficit-neutral, a reconciliation bill would be allowed to pay for tax cuts either with tax offsets or cuts to programs
such as Medicare and potentially Medicaid, among others.5 For example, the budget
resolution advanced by the House Budget Committee in July contains instructions for
deficit-neutral tax reform on top of about $200 billion in deficit reduction.6 However, if
the budget resolution requires that a subsequent tax bill be revenue-neutral, then other
tax offsets would have to pay for the tax cuts.
If Congress passes a budget with deficit-neutral instructions for tax legislation, it would
set in motion a fast-track process whereby a bill that cuts taxes and pays for them with
cuts to Medicare and potentially Medicaid could be enacted with 51 votes in the Senate.
The House Republican budget proposes to cut Medicare, Medicaid, and other health
programs by roughly $2 trillion, including by transitioning Medicare to a voucher-based
program and turning Medicaid into a capped block grant program. If the budget resolution allows tax cuts to be paid for by cutting these programs, then they must be considered at serious risk.7 In fact, even if reconciliation instructions allow higher deficits to
pay for tax cuts—such as the reported Senate budget—they may also allow program
cuts to pay for additional tax cuts. That is why reconciliation instructions for tax reform
must require revenue neutrality, where tax cuts can only be paid for with tax offsets.

Gimmicks hide the true cost of tax cuts
Congress may also resort to various gimmicks to appear to meet the revenue or deficit
target it sets out in the budget resolution. These gimmicks would hide the fact that tax
cuts actually reduce revenues and therefore increase deficits—threatening key programs
and investments down the road. Potential gimmicks fall into at least three categories.
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1. The current policy loophole
Some members of Congress have advocated a budget sleight-of-hand that would make
the cost of up to $439 billion of tax cuts disappear.8 Under longstanding congressional
procedure, the Joint Committee on Taxation ( JCT)—Congress’s nonpartisan scorekeeper for tax bills—uses a current law baseline. For example, if Congress has written into
the tax code that a certain tax break would expire in a future year, the JCT assumes that it
will. Thus, extending that break beyond its expiration date is scored as losing revenue.
Some members of Congress want to depart from this practice and switch to a socalled current policy baseline for tax cuts. Several tax breaks are currently scheduled
to expire or phase out in coming years; extending them would cost $304 billion over
the next 10 years.9 An additional slew of tax breaks already expired at the end of
2016, and reviving and extending them would cost about $135 billion. Therefore, if
Congress measures its new tax cuts against a baseline that assumes the expired and
expiring tax provisions are extended, those tax cuts would appear to cost as much as
$439 billion less than they would otherwise.
A current policy baseline is inappropriate for several reasons. First, it would mean that the
cost of up to $439 billion in tax cuts would never be accounted for, which would allow
that amount to be added to the national debt. Second, it would disregard Congress’s clear
intent when it enacted a law in 2015 to make certain tax breaks permanent while letting
others expire or phase out.10 Furthermore, the largest tax break currently set to expire—
bonus depreciation—was always expressly intended as a temporary policy.11 Finally, a
current policy baseline would make a mockery of the self-imposed rules that Congress
has relied on for decades to enforce budget discipline. Accounting for only one year’s
cost, Congress could pass enormous tax cuts lasting only that one year. Making those tax
cuts permanent would be scored as having no cost in following years. That is a formula for
more gimmickry and irresponsible policymaking in the future.

2. Unreliable scoring methods or magic asterisks
When the JCT estimates the revenue effects of a tax bill, it takes into account the direct
effect of tax changes—such as changes in rates—and anticipates how people and businesses would adjust to new tax rules.12 However, as with the Congressional Budget
Office, the JCT traditionally does not incorporate the more uncertain macroeconomic
effects into its scores. In other words, its scores would not reflect the tax rules’ estimated
effects on the economy as a whole. However, in 2015, House Republicans changed the
rules to require such dynamic scoring of major legislation, despite warnings from budget
experts that such a change would open the door to political manipulation of estimates.13
Senate rules currently require a dynamic estimate for informational purposes only.14
Because such estimates are inherently uncertain and susceptible to political manipulation, Congress should not rely on dynamic scoring.
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The Trump administration and congressional Republicans recently illustrated how
dynamic scoring can be abused. President Donald Trump’s budget included a $2 trillion
magic asterisk—a made-up number inserted into its budget totals. Despite all evidence
to the contrary, the administration asserted that its trickle-down policies—including
an unwritten tax plan—would raise incomes so much that an additional $2 trillion of
revenue would flow into the U.S. Treasury.15 Senate Republicans are reportedly considering justifying up to $1.5 trillion in unpaid-for tax cuts by unrealistically assuming that
their tax plan would stimulate enough economic growth to offset the deficit impact, even
though the tax bill has yet to be written, let alone analyzed by nonpartisan scorekeepers.16
Congress should not use such phony gimmicks to cover up the true cost of tax cuts.

3. Timing gimmicks or sunsets
Proponents of large tax cuts may also try to hide their true fiscal costs by using timing
gimmicks or sunsetting tax cuts.
Timing gimmicks can be used to make a tax cut revenue neutral within a budget window
even if it would lose substantial revenue over time. If Congress enacts large, long-lasting
tax cuts and pays for them with provisions that create a one-time revenue surge, the
overall package could be revenue-neutral within a 10-year budget window even if it loses
revenue in the long term.
Two timing gimmicks to watch out for are Rothification of retirement accounts and
deemed repatriation of overseas earnings. Under mandatory Rothification, retirement
savers would be required to pay taxes up-front on income in their savings accounts—
such as individual retirement accounts and 401(k)s—instead of when they make
withdrawals. Rothification would bring in more revenue for the government early
on, but less in the long term. Furthermore, Congress should not rely on the one-time
revenue from enacting a deemed repatriation of corporate earnings. U.S. multinational
corporations currently hold an estimated $2.6 trillion of earnings in foreign subsidiaries in order to delay taxes on those earnings. If Congress changes the international tax
system, the transition will likely involve accelerating the payment of taxes on those
earnings. However, Congress should not then rely on that one-time revenue surge to
pay for permanent tax cuts.17
The mother of all timing gimmicks is sunsetting tax cuts—in other words, providing that these cuts expire after 10 or more years so that their long-term cost would
not be accounted for. The Bush tax cuts, for example, sunset after 10 years in order to
hide their long-term fiscal cost. Sunsetting allowed them to technically comply with
the Senate Byrd rule requirement that legislation cannot increase deficits in any year
beyond the budget window. Though the Bush tax cuts were originally estimated to have
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no long-term cost, Congress made the bulk of the cuts permanent at the end of 2012,
including a substantial portion of the tax cuts for high-income earners.18 According to
an estimate by the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, the Bush tax cuts will be
responsible for roughly one-third of the federal debt by next year.19 The Bush tax cuts
failed to boost the economy or create jobs. Congress should not repeat their mistake.20
Seth Hanlon is a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress.
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